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Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) Statement  

For Zinc Die Cast Fittings, Malleable Iron Fittings, Zinc-Plated Steel parts 

and Components, & Non-Metallic Fittings and Components 
 

 

To Our Valued Customers, 

 

Bridgeport Fittings, Inc. has received numerous requests for an “MSDS Certification” of 

our cable and conduit fittings and related hardware. We have determined that a vast majority of 

our product is exempt from MSDS requirements. The primary reason is that our cable and 

conduit fittings are defined as “articles” within OSHA’s MSDS reporting guidelines.  

 

From OSHA’s Hazard Communication Standard 29 CFR 1910.1200   

 

“An "article" means a manufactured item: (1) which is formed to a specific shape or 

design during manufacture (2) which has end use function(s) dependent in whole or in part upon 

its shape or design during end use; and (3) which does not release, or otherwise result in 

exposure to, a hazardous chemical under normal conditions of use. Any product which meets the 

definition of an "article," would be exempt from the requirements of the Standard. The definition 

has been amended to permit the release of "very small quantities, e.g., minute or trace amounts" 

of a hazardous chemical and still qualify as an article provided that a physical or health risk is 

not posed to the employees (59 F.R. 6146). In evaluating an article, one must consider the health 

risk which exposure to that article presents. (The term "risk" as opposed to "hazard" is used 

here, since the hazard is an inherent property of the chemical and exists no matter the quantity of 

exposure. To be exempted as an article, exposure must not pose a risk to employee health.)”  

 

To summarize, an MSDS is required in almost every case unless there is essentially no 

way that the amount of material could cause harm when used in a normal manner. 

 

Bridgeport Fitting’s products (Conduit & Cable Connectors, Straps, Hangars, Locknuts 

etc.) are considered “articles”, and do not release any trace amounts of hazardous chemicals in 

normal use.   

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTefjYGf5IeygAScmJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBxNGFtOGxpBHBvcwMxBHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkA0kwODZfMTA4/SIG=1gov45ehj/EXP=1224698712/**http%3A/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view%3Fback=http%253A%252F%252Fimages.search.yahoo.com%252Fsearch%252Fimages%253Fp%253Dosha%252Blogo%2526fr%253Dyfp-t-309%2526ei%253Dutf-8%2526x%253Dwrt%26w=150%26h=81%26imgurl=www.osha.gov%252Fdep%252Ffap%252Ffshc59%252Fosha_logo_xsm.jpg%26rurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.osha.gov%252Fdep%252Ffap%252Ffshc59%252Fmv-agenda.html%26size=6.6kB%26name=osha_logo_xsm.jpg%26p=osha%2Blogo%26type=JPG%26oid=680fc27bd221b458%26no=1%26tt=565%26sigr=11hk4id2h%26sigi=11dl2u6na%26sigb=12k8crv68
http://www.ilpi.com/msds/osha/1910_1200.html
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However, in the case of Firestop, Ductseal, Sealing Compound, Fiber, or other 

chemically-based substance, we would be able to supply an MSDS if requested. 

 

 

Please contact me directly if you have any questions or concerns. 

 

 

Regards, 

 
Larry Smith 

Vice President of Manufacturing & Engineering 

203-381-3431 

larrys@bptfittings.com 

mailto:larrys@bptfittings.com

